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ABSTRACT
New products are important elements in the success of most industrial enterprises.
But they are risky and costly. In this chapter we review methods that are used to
evaluate the likely sales level for new indusuial products prior to la'unch, and
discuss the relation between those methods and what we know about innovation
diffusion. Then we report the results of a study of industrial product diffusion.
focusing on those factors associated with successful market penetration. Those
results an incorporated into a decision support system that can be used to help plan
thc entry strategy for a new inbustrial product as well as to forecast its level of
SUCEeSS.
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INTRODUCTION
Few products, whether industrial or consumer, gain immediate acceptance in the
marketplace. And few companies appear satisfied with their level of success in
the marketplace.
According to Hopkins (1980) as many as two thirds of industrial firms consider their success rates "disappointing" or "unacceptable." Cooper (1982) reports a mean failure rate of 41% for fully developed new products (those that
successfully passed through the development process). There is high variance in
these failure rates, some reporled to be 50% to 90% (Choffray and Lilien 1980).
Booz-Allen and Hamilton (1982) report a failure rate of 35% for new products.
These high failure rates underscore the difficulty both of separating successful
suategies from those that are less successful and of assessing the level of sales for
new kdusuial products with an acceptable degree of accuracy. Such forecasts
ate critical not only for production planning, but also for financial planning.
Indeed, severe losses are often observed over the first four years following
market introduction. Based on a sample of 68 new ventures launched by 35 U.S.
companies, Biggadike (1979) reports that the median R01 was -40% in the first
two years and -14% in years 3-4. In addition, early profitability does not
necessarily guarantee future success. Most of the time, the key to improving
financial results is to balance profitability with rapid sales growth via a suitable
marketing program.
In this chapter we review how industrial firms forecast sales for their new
products. We then discuss the theoretical and empiricaf determinants of the rate
of "diffusion" of indusmal products.
We repon on results of a recent research project conducted over the last five
years in Europe. The foundation of the study was a large, international data base,
containing detailed information on the development pmcess, the market entry
strategy and the associated level of success for 112 new industrial products.
Statistical analysis lead to the identification of some key determinants of success.
These results, currently incorporated into a decision support system, can be used
to develop and study the likely sales paths of new industrial products prior to
market enuy. Special attention should be given when using this system in a
different environment than Europe, however, as the generalizability of our results to other countries is still under study.

FORECASTING INDUSTRIAL SALES PRIOR
TO MARKET INTRODUCTION: THE STATE
OF PRACTICE
The past few years have seen an explosion in the number and sophistication of
methods used to assess likely market sales prior to market entry. Most of these
methods have been concerned with frequently purchased consumer goods, how-
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ever, a product class that has a long history of investing heavily in market
mearch. Numerous methods for concept evaluation, test market simulation,
exly market sales-monitoring and so forth are in regular use (Choffray and
Dorcy 1983; Urban and Hauser 1980; Wind 1982).
In the industrial products area, the research tradition is not as rich. At a recent
xminar given at ESSEC1, the most common method that top industrial marketmg executives reported using to assess markets for their new products was. . . .
w method at all! This observation is consistent with a report by Piatier (1981)
1ha168%of industrial firms who had introduced products during the last 5 years
had done so without any prior mwket assessment, and Survey results reported by
Ywahan (1982) that reported only 37% of a group of 129 widely diversified
f i s used new product models. ,
Those firms that use market assessment appear to rely on three broad categories of methods.
The subjective approach: Many industrial firms that report using no method
of matket assessment mean that they do not rely on any formal method. But, they
usually make use of their past experience in the launching of new products and
acgivities. The sales force is often a key "reservoir" of that experience.
Delphi-like procedures fall into,this category. Such methods consist of grouping together several individuals who are knowledgeable about the product and
market, often an interfunctional management group within a firm supplemented
by external "experts." Then, the methods require that the individuals agree on
their assessment of the market for the new product, as well as the factors that are
l~kelyto affect it.
The experimental approach: In this method, industrial firms offer the new
product for sales or consideration on a scaled down basis, lim~tedby geography
or, perhaps, to a few friendly finns. Measurements of how prospective buyers
react are then obtained along with constructive product feedback.
Such databmaybe collected in industrial exhibition halls, at trade shows or at
actual test installations in prospective customer plants.
Once data are collected, several methods can be used to assess future market
acceptance. Among these, conjoint analysis (Wind, Grashof and Goldhar 1978)
and the DESIGNOR procedure (Choffray and Lilien 1982) may lead to insights
about how the new product is likely to be accepted.
In a way, these experimental methods are the counterpart of "test markets"
for frequently purchased consumer goods.
The analogue approach: Here, industrial firms proceed by companson. They
consider "look-alike" product-market situations about which they have past
mformation, to infer what their new product's market acceptance might be at
various points in time.

A11 three classes of methods have their pros and cons. The subjective approach
may be most useful when the firm is about to introduce a fundamentally new
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product which bears little resemblance to previous products. Here the market not
only has to be identified; it has to be created. Methods used in decision analysis
(Keeney and Raiffa 1976) and in mathematical psychology (Saaty 1977) can be
used for this kind of problem as they systematize the subjective evaluation
process, and measure the risks involved. They also provide a mechanism for
consensus building in the evaluation process.
Experimental, market-based methods, are most useful in situations where the
target market is well defined and forecasting short-term product penetration is the
objective. They tend to be less useful for assessing long-term product performance or the actual time path of market penetration. in addition, experimental
methods use expensive data collection procedures.
Analogue methods are an interesting alternative. Their drawback has been the
limited base of experience any individual has and the determination of an appropriate analogue. Several studies have demonstrated how both these problems can
be overcome by (a) pooling a large base of commonly collected information;
and, (b) developing "analogues" along commonly measured productlmarket
dimensions (value-in-use, ROI, number of customers, etc.). The ADVISOR
models (Lilien 1979; Lilien and Weinstein 1984) and the PIMS Program (Shoeffler, Buzzell and Heany 1974) are examples of the use of the analogue approach
in the induslrial marketing budgeting and strategic planning area. The fourth
section of this chapter describes how this approach is applied to the 'new indusuial product market assessment area.

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCT ACCEPTANCE AS A
DIFFUSION PROCESS
We refer to the process by which a new product penetrates its target market as a
diffusion process. For most induslrial products, this process incorporates two
types of behavior:
Adoption Brhovior, that is. the process by which pMenlial adopting firms vy the new product

indr~ndentiyof each other (innovarive adoplion) or as result of the influence exened by
Mher firms (imitative adoption behavior).
Replacemmr Brhovior, ha1 is, the process by which adopting firms repeal purchases of the

product when nculcd.

The relative importance of these two behaviors will vary depending on the
product use cycle and the length of the forecasting horizon. For new capital
goods and processed materials, adoption behavior will be the most important
determinant of market acceptance over a medium-range horizon (5 to 10 years).
Rogers (1983) and Rogers and Stamfield (1968) have investigated the factors
that influence the diffusion of innovations in different environments. They observed, all others things being equal, that an innovation will gain faster accep
tance if
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it has a strong relative advantage
it has a high degree of compatibility with existing attitudes and values
it fulfills felt needs
it rates low on complexity
it i s divisible and may be tried on a limited basis
it is communicable
it is available, and
it offers an immediate or short-term benefit.
More formal models of the diffusion process have been developed to allow
usen to better understand and fopxast the rate of adoption of new products, on
the basis of limited data (Lilien and Kotler 1983). These diffusion models attempt to produce a life-cycle sales curve based on a small set of observations
whose minimum number varies according to the number of parameters included
in the mod4l.
Of key importance is the work of Mansfield (1968). He investigated how
rapidly the use of twelve inn6vations spread from enterprise to enterprise in four
industries-bituminous coal, iron and steel, brewing and railroads. These innovations included new products and processes such as the by-product coke oven,
the conrinuous wide-strip mill, pallet-loading equipment, a high-speed bottle
filler, etc. The model hypothesized by Mansfield had essentially the following
form:
increase in the new product's penetration

-

adoption rate constant
X

current penetration level
X

maximum penetration level minus current penetration level
where:
the adoption rate constant characterizes the adoption rate associated with a

particular new product or technology,
the current penetration level corresponds to the proportion of target adopters that have accepted the new product at the moment of interest, and
the marimurn penetratiop level is a limit on the proportion of target adoptives that the new product or technology will capture in h e Long run.
The difference (maximum penetration level minus current penetration level)
corresponds to the untapped potential of the new product at a point in time. The
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model states that the increase in the new product's penetration is proportional to
the current penetration level multiplied by the untapped potential. This particular
mathematical form illustrates the effect that current adopters exert on potential
adopters (imitative adoption behavior). For example, if the current penetration
level were 10%. the maximum attainable level were 60%, and the adoption rate
constant were 20%, then the change in new product penetration (this period's
sales) would be .20 X .I0 X (.50-10) or about 1%.
The most important contribution of Mansfield (1968) lies more in the analysis
that he did of the adoption rate-the constant-than in the actual structure of his
model. Based on his empirical studies, he showed that this rate was higher when:
the relative profitability associated with the new product was high; and.
when the initial investment relative to the average assets of adopting f m s
was low.
He also observed substantial variations in the market acceptance rate acmss
industrial sectors.
Blackman (1974) built on ~ansfield'sresults. He defined an industry-innovation-index that indicates the relative tendency of various industrial sectors to
innovate. His index is derived from a factor analysis of various input variables
that reflect how resources are allocated to achieve innovation. It is then related to
interindustry differences observed in the achievement of new product and process innovation.
The Mansfield-Blackman analysis was the fust attempt to relate the adoption
rate for a new product to some operational measure of its economic effectiveness
and to the "receptivity" of the target market. This analysis has some limitations.
however. In addition to its age, it deals with a small set of macroeconomic
variables as the driving force of the diffusion process and neglects the results
from other studies, (Schoeffler, Buzzell and Heany 1974) that indicate that a
business' performance is closely tied to its marketing strategy, the quality of its
products, and to the structure of the markets with which it deals. The study
described below addresses several of these limitations.

A STUDY OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCT DIFFUSION
In 1980, the Center for Research in Management Science at ESSEC in conjuncfion with The French Ministry of Industry and Novaction International, a leading
European consulting firm, launched a project to study the reasons for new product success and to provide the basis for developing analogues for sales growth
patterns for new industrial products. It was decided to develop a data base of
individual new products, including information on the development process, the
marketing strategy and the rate of market penetration for a five year period.
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The products studied represent a convenience sample from a list of 500 industrial fums reflecting top priority sectors for French national policy. Firms were
contacted in a two-step procedure. They were selected after a telephone interview, checking whether they had introduced a new product in the last five years.
Next, selected firms were contacted sequentially and asked to participate in the
study, after receiving a statement of the project objectives. The acceptance rate
was 83%. The original target was 100 products and the final sample size was
112, from92 different F i s due to lime lags and some over-sampling. Data were
collected by personal interview, requiring about threeman-days per product.
Although these products were mainly developed by French companies, most an
marketed in several major industrial countries, including the United States.
T h e types of new industrial products were distinguished in this study:
&poiu&ncd new products (RPNP: 7%). nrr: "me too" products whose physical cbnracmistics arc MH ~ n t a l l different
y
fmm Lbosc of existing pruducts (c.g.. extended after.
d s s mice ad& to existing mid fomprtcn). Thf innovative fm uics to chsnge thc way
p*cotial buyers perccive chc pmduci. Thr would for insinstance, correspond to "Repositioning~"m thc Booz-Alko and Hamilton (1982) study.
R r f d e d newprodvcu (RFNP: 52553, rn ohen pmducr line extensions (e.8.. new mini
uunputec). Fw rkcsc products thc ianovativc fm actually modified physical product c h m luirties. Such modif~ationsredw pmductiw costs m enlarge thc m g e of po~sibkuac..
("Cort Rtducciws," "Improvements," "Additions" in B a - A l l e n and Hamilton 1982).
O r i g i ~ l n c w p r o d(ORNP:
~ ~ t ~ 41%) arc those new pnducts that eonrtitute ''break-(hmughs"
in lhiflld (c.g., satellite imagery). Pmducls in this category oHcn rely on new technologies
never urcd befors in lhal indusuy. ("New Raduf( Lines," "Ncw-to-World Pmdum" in
h - A l k n lad Hamiltoe. 1982).

For each of the 112 products included in the data base, over 500 pieces of

dormation were collected on the:
R&D Process:

Cost structure, financing, duration, methods of evaluation,
types of protection, etc.
hfurker In~roducrionStrategy: Bases for decision, success or failure, evaluation criteria, initial marketing mix, etc.
Rare ofProduct Penetrarion: Sales volume and $ sales for the new product
and its prime competitors, market structure, changes in the
marketing mix, etc.
Marketing penetration information was collected on a quarterly basis, when
pnsible, over a five year period ,after market introduction. Other data include
mvlilgerial judgments about how the new product performs relative to competitroa, information on the objectives set for the new product, the way these objecawes cvolved over time, and how they were achieved.
We have reproduced the distribution of the sample across industrial xcton in
U b i l 1. The electronics and scientific instrumentation area is well represented
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Exhibit I .

Major Industrial Sectors Represented
in the Data Base
Number of

I n d ~ ~ ~ ~sector
rinl

ncw p r ~ u c r s

Pcrcenr

of totul

Electronics, elecVicnl equip
ment. scienlific instsumenation
Chemistry, biochemistry
Consuuction, unh moving
Ttanspon, services
Metal pmccssing, metallurgy
Food, agriculture
Mircllanuw
Toal

reflecting both national policy emphasis and the high level of innovation in this
sector. The "miscellaneous" sector includes a heterogeneous set of new industrial products, ranging from computer software to tank engines.

NEW PRODUCT PERFORMANCE
Model and Hypothesis
Prior to developing a model for forecasting market penetration, we describe
and study the relationship among factors affecting new industrial product success. We formalize this study in a series of hypotheses, as follows:

HYPOTHESIS 1: Original new products and reformulated new products differ
with respect to key strategic aspects of their R&D and marketing activities.
Comment: This hypothesis is a dichotomous version of the empirical finding
that the degree of newness is one of the most important factors affecting a new
product's success/failure (Cooper 1979; Finkin 1983; Heany 1983): In panicular, we expect that Original New Products will provide the means of business line
expansion for f m s looking for diversification while Reformulated New Roilucts will provide the mechanism for firms Iwking For product line expansion.
These categories correspond roughly, to Cooper's (1984) "High Budget, Diverse Strategy" and "Low Budget Conservative Strategy" respectively.
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H Y ~ E S I 2:
S The initial sales performance of a new product innovation is
cJoscly associated with the effectiveness of the product's marketing program
relative to competition and market characteristics, including the stage of the
iodustry life cycle and market s t ~ c t u r e .
Comment: Empirical studies show that new product success directly depends
m pmductlmarket variables including (a) the degree of newness and marketing

effiiency, (b) the vulnerabiliky of existing brands, (c) the long-term attractivcness of the ~roductmarket, and (d) the ease of distribution access and other
pfitlsales-gr~owth/share relationships (Cooper 1979; Heany 1983). The =laliooship between market concentration and the success of a new product has been
mc of-the logical derivatives of oligopoly theory (Friedman 1977). But in some
empirical ftudies the inverse relationship between the market share of a new
e u c t and concentration was not supported (King and Thomson 1982).

HYFQTH~SIS3: The initial sales performance (operationalized as market
rhPre after one year) of a new product is related to the timing of the product
hunch. Initial success will be highest if product launch is delayed for an intermediate amount of time (6 mo. to I yr.) after the product is technically ready
relative to success when delay is shorter or longer.
Comment: A prematun: entry may risk pushing an underdeveloped product
into the marketplace, with possible negative feedback from customers and poor
initial performance. On the orher hand, potential sales will be sacrificed to
competition if entry is delayed too long and poor initial sales will result as well.
Wish and Lilien (1986) studied this issue for a government demonstration
pgram for photovoltaic cellg (solar batteries). Yoon and Lilien (1986) also
developed a launch timing decision model based on the proposition that underlying controllable dimensions determining the performance of a new product innovdon can be grouped as R&D efficiency and marketing efficiency.

HYPOTHESIS
4: A new product must gain rapid market .acceptance and
achieve a satisfactq market share within a short period of time if it is to become
a market leader. If a new product does not realize a significant market share
quickly (withiin a year or so), then its chance of becoming a leader is slim.
Comment: This hypothesis suggests that the destiny of a new industrial
pmduct is determined in tHe first few years following its introduction into the
&et. Most new product planning models, designed to forecast and diagnose
&&-term new product performance before and after test marketing, explicitly or
implicitly accept this proposition (Blackbum 1982). This hypothesis is supported
by thc work of Horsky and Simon (1983). who found that optimal allocation of
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new product advertising resource requires heavy spending shortly after introduction to build the best possible early market position.

Results
H I : Comparison Between O r i g i ~ and
I Reformulated Products

We performed a (two-tailed) T-test of two groups means, along with an equal
variance test between ORNP's and RFNP's to test for strategic differences be- .
tween these groups. Both these groups contained about one-quarter truly successful products and three-quarters somewhat less successful products according
to the definition we develop in analyzing hypothesis 2. Our results can be
summarized as follows: compared with reformulated new industrial products,
original new industrial products
a. are mon: diversifications-orientedlless expansion-oriented;
b. have higher R&D.cost for basic research and lower R&D cost for prototype development;
c. are in markets where potential buyers show lower satisfaction with existing products;
d. are developed by firms with higher production expertisellower marketing
expertise;
e. have higher degree of innovativenessllower market competition;
f. are in an earlier stage of the industry life cycle, smaller number of competitorsllower market concentration ratio;
g. use more direct sellinglinfrequently use a high price strategy.
Note that these results describe the circumstances and strategies of products of
these two types. There are many differences. To the extent that these differences
reflect the sound judgment of successful decision-makers, the results might be
used as guides for developing launch strategies. For example, managers of
original new industrial products are more likely to launch products when the firm
has a strategic plan to expand its business line, has the capability to invest for
basic research, and has high expertise in production. It will also be more likely to
launch products if the target market is less satisfied with existing products, is less
competitive, and is in an earlier stage of the industry life cycle.
,
H2: Short-Term Perjbrmance: First-Year Marker Share

Hypothesis 2 deals with short-term performance of new industrial products.
The results of Hypothesis 1 showed that Original New Products and Refomulated New Products are quite dissimilar. We therefore study them separately
below.
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We use analysis of variance as the mechanism here, where the criterion (dependent) variable is first-year market share. That variable is then related to
iodependent variables as shown in Exhibit 2. In Exhibit 2a we see that for
ORNP's, 86 percent of the variation in the first-year market share is explained by
five categorical variables and their interactions.

1. Four market situation,variables are important in explaining the initial
market share achievement of an original new industrial product: the relative
competitiveness level of the mpket (DGRCM), the stage in the product life cycle
(LFCLA), market growth rate (GRWTH), and the number of competitors
(BLCOM).
First-year market share is higher when:
a the degree of competitiveness in the market is low
a the p p c t < l a s s life cycle is in the introductory stage
a the market growth rate is low, and
the number of competitors is small

2. The level of stated effihiency of the firm's marketing strategy relative to
competitors influences the new product's performance level not only directly,
but also by interacting with market condition variables such as degree of competitiveness of the market, stage of the product life cycle, and market gmwth
Higher marketing efficiency, such as in advertising. leads to better market
share performance. Its influence is particularly important when:
the market growth rate is lower
the.pcoductslass life cyCIe is in the introductory stage, and
the degree of competitiveness in the market is lower.

An important implication of these results is that, since the success of the original
orw industrial product depends kavily on uncontrollable market variables, the

selection of the market-opportunity as well as the product itself is critical to the
ruccess of ORNP's.

In Exhibit 3b for RFNP's, 83% of the variation in the first-year market share is
explainkd by seven categorical variables and their interactions.
(a) The potential buyer's attitude toward existing products (ATS), the marketiag efficiency level of the innovating firm (MEF), the strategic objective of
pmduct line expansion (OBJEX), the number of competitors in the market
(BLCOM), and the competitiveness level of the market (DGRCM) are important
in explaining the initial market share performance of a reformulated new indusuiiri product. First-year market share is higher when:
potential buyer's satisfaction with the "service" level of existing products
is lower

Exhibir 2. ANOVA Results on First-Year
Market Share
Firs#-ycw marker shore (dependenr

variable)

A. ORNP Model-

df

Source

ANOVA SS

F value

p

>F

Modcl
DGRCM
LFCW
GRWTH
BLCOM
MEF2
MEF2*GRWIT(
MEF2*LFCIA
MEF2'DGRCM

Enor
Total
.Mean sq0.864.

-

(dl) 3574.0; mun quur (cnor)

-

249.1; R quare

-

8. RFMP MudrISowce

Mcdel

4

ANOVA SS

F value

10

16766.0
5516.7
3212.6
M63.0
709.4
462.2
2209.5
1592.6
3534.2
20300.2

11.86
40.86
23.79
21.67
5.25
3.42
16.36
2.82

I
I
I
I

ATS

MEF3
OBJEX
BLCOM
CGRCM
MEF3'OBJEX
DGRCM'LFCW
E m
Totvl

1

I
4
25
35
- - ~
~

.Man 4-

~

p

>F

0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0310
0.0766
0.0005
0.0467

~

(dl)
= 1676.6; mun g w e (cnor)

= 141.4: R quue =

0.826.
VOI&
Defiicionr (DGRCM) Rclstiw degm of mmpslitivencw d tho
nurlur. compvod wich thc olhu mute,: I i d i s r m g or avuage; 2
i a c l i u ~ we&.
~ s (Lli:U)
Suec dpmiuct lifc cyck U the pmducl'r nurkct
bunch b:
IWnru inmducw). ~ . g c ;2 indiiucs gmwlh rugc. (ORWM) M
d pmvrh IS? io thc ccrLti# m&u(mom or k w *an 10%).
(BLCOM) N u m b of wnptiun b e f m marku launch (mom OI ksr thsn
5%). (him)Ih iv-c
of Lbc r m r of thc &ling
clfkcicncy of
dvulirinp (MEFAD) .Ildof disuibuliabrupponiaguiulvcniring(MEFDA);
bob wem scald ovcr m g s fmm Ilo 7 (much krs or much num cfIiiicmI.
mrpaiucly; hobo cn =ale-malianl. (MEE3) Tbc awmgc of thc rmol
thc msrtuing efIiciwwy oT dvulisinp (MEFAD), diittiWon-rupponing
druiisinp (MEFDA). a d diimbulion cflon (MEFDI). All h warn
rrkdovu a q c hcrn 1 (mvh mmt cffiiiuu) lo 7 (mwh k w cflisisnc).
(OBIEX) D
e
w OC iqmwx of thc w g i c cbjeclive-lo capud ihc
paluct group: 1 inPiucu morc i m p a w i ; 4 W . l r r kprl imporl. (ATS)
Po~~mliaI
buycn' s&C+
with thc %#vice kvcl d crisag podwe,: 1
indiovr mnpIcie1y suLlii 2 indicaies tolally dillBtisBed.
Nuu: All elli~uncymuru~cvcrs r P k d "'mlslivc lo lhc rvcngc in air
make,."7he rcoru-Imm I lo 7-wrm given as ihorc.
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marketing efficiency in advertising and distribution, is perceived to be
higher
a strategic objective for the reformulated new product is for expansion of
the product group
the number of competitors in the market is small, and
the competitiveness level of the market is low.
(b) The marketing efficiency level influences the new product's performance
kvel not only directly but also through interaction with the strategic objective
"expansion of the product group.'' The effect of marketing efficiency on market
&ate performance is higher when the "expansion of the product group" is an
important objective for the new product.
(c) The stage iq the industry life cycle has a negative effect on first-year
performance, partifularly in a strdngly competitive market.
In summary, those variables related to market potential and structure are
critical for explaining short-term p e d o m n c e for ORNP's, while those variables
rtlated to the level of customer satisfaction with the existing products and the
mtegy-product type fit are particularly critical for RFNP's. The relative marketing efficiency of the innovating firm is important for the new product's initial
&et share performance, both for ORNP's and RFNP's. Among marketing
w m e n t s , advertising was found to be an important factor for original new
pmfucts, white distribution efforf is important for reformulated new products.
Thr svucture of these relationships is summarized in Exhibit 3.

H3: Launch Time Delay and Initial Market Share
liere we investigate the hypothesis that the initial sales performance of a new
@uct is related to the timing of the product launch: for example. the sales
performance increases up to a certain point and decreases thereafter with respect
lu u delay of launch time (Kalish and Lilien 1986; Rothwell et al., 1974). We
malyze the market share of the new product during the fiat launch year and
rctate it to the time lag between the decision to develop the product and the
uunduction oftthe new product into the marketplace. We only include a small
% k t of the data base here, however, noting that (a) the new product items that
d i d 100%market share are not appropriate for our analysis because they are
mowpoly items, and (b) many prqduct items that realized low levels of initial
mvkct share, not more than LO percent, were generally unsuccessful (Hypothesis
2) and are inappropriate for our analysis.
la order to test this hypothesis on a homogenous data base, we separated the
bta into Original and Reformulated successful new products. We defined a
vlccessful product as one that achieved an initial market share of at least 10
p a n t and had grown into a product group in the long-run.
In Exhibit 4a, first-year market share of the successful original new products
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Exhibit 3. The Determinants of Fit-Year Market Share for Original and

Reformulated New Industrial Products.
shows an increasing trend at first, but decreasing later as the launch time is
delayed. This curving trend is statistically tested in Exhibit 4c. Eq. 1 by fitting a
quadratic function. The regression analysis shows that the first-year market share
of (successful) original new products is explained by a quadratic function of
launch time delay. On the other hand, first-year market share of (successful)
reformulated new products monotonically decreases with a launch time delay as
shown in Exhibit 4b. This down-sloping trend is statistically tested in Exhibit 4c,
Eq. 2 through linear and long-linear functions.
This analysis leads us to conclude that Hypothesis 3 is partially supported by a
limited (and ex post) data base of new industrial products; for (successful)
original new products, fit-year market share increases with delay of launch
time up to a certain point and decreases thereafter. For reformulated new products, however, we found that initial market share performance decreases with
delay of new product launch time. This contrast between the original 'and the
reformulated new products may reflect differences in'product-market situations:
in particular, the market is relatively better developed for reformulated new
products than for original new products; the longer an incremental innovation

A ORNP8 RelaUonnhip betwen Launch-Time Delay and First-Year
Marfrt Shere: Successful Industrial New Products
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&hibit 4.0 Original and Reformulated New Products and Regression Models.
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Exhibit 4c
C. Regression Modclr
Rrlationrhip benvcen l m w h Tims Delay and First-Year Market Share: SiucesrJul Indiutriol New
Praducts

ORNP's That Achieved Shon-Run and Lwg-Run Successes

Equation I.

FSTSH = 2.354 Delay
(4.09)'

(0.01)b

-

0.024 Delay'
(-2.00)~
(0.10)'

F value

R square

30.90
(0.002)

0.925

RFNP's That Achieved Shon-Run and Long-Run Successes

Equation 2.1.

FSTSH = 46.609

.

(0.00)b
Equation 2.2.

log(FSTSH) =

-

0.344 Delay

(7.30)~ (-2.55)'

F value

R square

6.50

0.482

(0.038)

(0.04)b

3.846 - 0.012 Delay
(23.91)' (-3.59)'
(0.00)b (0.0I)b

12.85
(0.w')

0.647

where FSTSH is the &el sham of a new product realized during Ihs fat launch year. and
Delay is the u r n lag between the completion of physical product dcvelopmMt and new
product launch iou, the
place.
Uu hypolhas @uunelu = 0).
dicuer ngalfarcz kvcl.

a(

) u d b w t vdwc far

'f

)

takes to get to market, the greater its risk of failure due to changing market
conditions, competitive response, or further technological advances.

H4: Long-Term Perfarmance: Growth info a Product Group
In studying shoa-term performance, we used analysis of variance because the
dependent variable. first-year market share, was a continuous variable. For tongterm ~erformance.we used a dichotomous variable-whether or not the product
deveioped into a product group-as the measure of success. Our analytical plan,
then, is to use discriminant analysis to identify characteristics that distinguish
between those products that do (and do not) develop.into a product group.
In Exhibit 5, we again run separate analyses for original and reformulated new
products. We see that the following factors are important in determining the

Nnu Industrial Product Performance
Exhibit 5. Discriminant Analysis of LongRun New Product Success
1. Original New Indusuia)Roductr
L b n r discriminant Iimction:
GRPGR = 5.65 2.88 LFCLA 0.29 EMPMK
0.24 MU;.
Percent pmpwly classifrut = 94.4 ( n = 18).

-

-

-

2. Reiormuiared New InduMrial Roducu
Linm ~ i s c d ftwtim:
t
GRPOR = 1.86 0.07 LFCLA 0.42 EMPMK
0.05 MEF 0.38 ATR.
Pemnl properly clwifd = 91.3 ( n = 22).

-

-

-

-

~~

-

~-

Y a r U W h :(GRPGR) = I) A rrcv po&.rt item brt &vtC
apDd inta a gmducl v"p;(ORPGR 0)it h a MN. (LFCLA) Unge

ol fh podua tile eyek u Ur ruw pmlw's mvLa InwA time: 1
Lrliutcr inMiuclim; 2 iodiuLu pmlulb; 3 iadicucr &ly.
(EMPMIO &pn*c in aurlcliag rtivity of thc iamvuinp T i : I
indicates simng; 2 iad*.cc.average; 3 indiuw weak. (MEF) Mar-

.

k&~@
effiicruy muwrr: l indieam much mon c l f i e ~ . .7
icdhlcr much *Ui,effiieeI. (AIR) Pale&$ buyers' .niludrs m
wad Ur eaiuing pmdun'r n l i i l i I y : I iodicam ur-ly
mrirT i , 7 iDdiures W y dirwirTKd.
Nme: Thc expnix and cffiicacy qucsion~wuc XU n p d imd
art muwnd rctslive lo M sversp. c ~ l o r &penis
.
rcbuts lo poled or eapbility d Ur T i ; effiiswy mlatu lo
bovr wcu ibc mn r w f t y @'ma.

long-run success of a (reformulated or original) new indusmal product innovation (measured in terms of whether it grows into a product group):
the degree of expertise in marketing activities relative to the average
competitor
the marketing effectiveness, relative to the average competitor for the new
product launch, and
the stage of industry life cycle.
potential buyer's satisfaction level with existing products is also important for
&c 1o:g-run performance of a reformulated product.
Finally, we investigated the relationship between short-term and long-term
success. We found a significant, positive correlation between the chance for a
e u c t to grow into a product group and first-year market share. (Spearman's
Rho = 0.24 for original nkw products and 0.21 for original new products and
0.21 for reformulated new products.) This suggests that, as expected, short-run
success is a positive determinant or predictor of long-run success.
We now turn to the question of modeling the actual sales-growth rate.
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A MODEL OF NEW PRODUCT SALE GROWTH
A key objective of this project was to identify and quantify the determinants of

sales growth for new industrial products. The first step of the analysis was the
measurement of:
rhe initial rate of penetration: the percentage of total industry demand-

used as a surrogate for target market size-that the new product captured
during its first year of commercialization, and
the adoption rare of dl@iusion:the speed with which the new product gained
market acceptance over time (See Exhibit 6).
For total industry demand, we used the cumulative volume of sales for d l
products in the market during the five years of observation. Following Mansfield
(1968), Fisher and Pry (19711 and Blackman (1974) the adoption rate of each
product was computed assuming a logistic curve of the form:

where

p,, = fraction of industry demand captured at time t by qew
product i
di = adoption rate of product i over the observed period
P = maximum fraction of industry demand attainable by product i
(respondent estimate)
a, = initial penetration rate parameter

For each product (i), we used ordinary least square to estimate the b, and a,
parameten over the three to five years of available observations. The fit of the
NEW PRODUCT'S
PENETRATION
TOTAL INDUSTRY
DEMAND

PENETRATION

A
YEAR OF
INTRODUCTION

i

-

TIME

FIVE YEAR
HORIZON

Sales penetration curve for a new industrial product and the two key
model parameters.

Exhibit 6.
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madel was good, with RZaveraging 0.87, and with an average standard deviation
of .OS.
Two models were then developed to relate the initial penetration (p,,) and the
doption rate (di), to a set of key descriptive variables. These variables were
rrcened from a set of well over 50 candidate measures developed from the
questionnaire responses. A simple correlation analysis method was used to
r n e n these variables, resulting directly in the set of measures used here.

Initial Penetration Mudel
Logit (Initial Peneuation) = Function of (Product Design and Development Process Descriptors (X,,)), and (Target Market Smcture Descriptors (Vti))

Definitions of the X and V descriptors are provided in Exhibit 7, along with
rwdanfized importance weight$.

Moption Rate Model
Adoption rate = Function of (Entrj Strategy Descriptors), and (Descriptors of
changes in the Competitive Environment)

where

{Yki] are ratio-scaled descriptors of the h ' s entry strategy, and
{Wji) binary descriptors of changes in the environment after
market introduction

Model (5) was linearized, taking logs, prior to parameter estimation. Definitions
of the Y and W variables, along with standardized importance weights, are also
given in pxhibit 7.
To summarize the results in Exhibit 7, we found that industrial products with
high initial penetrations were characterized by:
having a short development process;
being reformulated products without major internal demand;
having few competitors;
having lower price relative to competition.
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I N I T I A L PENETRATION HODEL

Descriptor

Definition

Measurement

Standardized
Importance
yeights
R

x

Duration of
development

( Aatio
sealed)

D
E

"P

:6ichotomoue)

u s
X

T

I

(8ichotomous)

V

(Ratio
scaled)

S
El T
A R

K

C

E

T

T U
R
E

~hichotomous)

Number of

months

Coded 1
original
product ~ ~ i f h
internal
demand
otherwise

Coded 0

Originated

Coded

1

-

0.85

1-)

.lsa

-

.41b

-

(+) .3sa

marketing
department
placed
under t h e
a u t h o r i t y of
an individual
Otherwise

Coded o

Price

Ratio of
averages

(-1

Order of

Coded 1

( + ) 5.70a

relative t o
competition
during f i r s t
year

1 . ~ 5 ~

than three
Otherwise

Coded

0

" s t a t i s t i c a l l y significant a t the
b S t a t i s t i c a l l y s i g n i f i c a n t a t the.

1%l e v e l
5% l e v e l

Exhibit 7.a . Determinants of the Initial Penetration
Our analysis also indicates that the adoption rate will be greater for a new
product if:
its sates force effort relative to competition is higher;
its price in the long-mn is lower than that of competitive products;
its R&D effoit after launch as a percent of sales is low (few technical
bugs-a good product design);
no new competitors enter the market;
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AWFTION RATE HODEL
Descriptor

S

Y

I Y
(Ratio
Scaled)

E
N T

I

.$ab

R C D effort
Percentage
ralative to
sales (year 2
through year 5

(-1

.lsa

- 1

.19"

Scaled)
(Ratio

Satisfaction
level with
scale
current
products and/
or technologie:

W

Entry of at

-

.lab

Scaled)

H V
A I

1 Y

Ratio of
averages

(-1

W

O
E 9
S H

Salem force
effort
relative to
competition
(year 2
through
year 5)

standardized
Iaportance
yeightn
R
0.77
.2Sa

(Ratio
Scaled)

"R

Measurement

(+)

Y

E

Definition

(&ichotonous)

Price
Ratlo of
relative to
averages
competition
(year 2
through year 5

Coded 1

1

(year 2
through year 5 )
Otherwise
Coded 0

!
(-I

.26"

Coded 0
astatistically significant at the 1t level
bstatistically eignificant at the s+ level

Exhibit 7.b Adoption Rate of New industrial Products.
its pricing strategy is free of restriction (important in many European
markets);
its customers are not highly satisfied with existing products.
The results above have been integrated in an interactive decision support
system. The system requires the user to specify the characteristics of the prod-
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Erhibir 8. Use of the sales forecasting module.

uct's development process, and the competitive structure of its market. Assump
tions are also introduced into the computer in terms of planned entry strategy and
anticipated changes in the f i ' s competitive environment (Exhibit 8).
Based on this information, the model estimates the level of first year penetration and the rate of diffusion. These two parameters are then used to ge~eratethe
time path of market penetration. The system normally calculates:
the initial penetration;
the adoption rate;
the evolution of sales volume (actual and cumulative); and
a break-even analysis, if cost information is provided.
The approach provides management with a tool to question the market entry
strategy and to assess the likely sales impact of changes in that strategy or in the
external environment.
As an example, we ran a set of sensitivity analyses for a new type of transportation equipment. The analysis concerned the impact on the new product's sales
penetration of possible changes in sales force pressure, and the pricing policy.
compared to a base case, reflecting the company's planned entry strategy.
Exhibit 9 gives output for the base case, both cumulatively and on an annual
basis. The introduction strategy shows a slow penetration (projected peak around
1999). The maximum annual sales levels are around 4,700 units. This infotmation might prove useful for long range facility planning.
Two points should be noted. First, only the first four years are printed. This is
by design to pGvent potential users from extrapolating beyond the range of the
observed data used for calibration of the models. The system was developed for
early forecasts; long-range forecasts can only be made on assumptions of market
stability. Therefore, the DATE of MAX SALES and the level need to be taken as

i

GUMUUTIVE SALES TREND

--------------m o o

YEAR 1: 755

---------,-,-L

TOT MRKT:

YEAR 1: 755
YEAR 2: 921

YEAR 2: 1678
YEAR 3: 2795

'2

AT? MRKT: 41569

ANNUAL SALES TREND

60%

so*/,

1
YEAR
-/-

MAX SALES: 4705
R A E : 1999

4: 1353

-/-

40% r

Exhibit 9. Base Case. Rice is 10%below competition, sales force is 20%of total market spending.

I--------------

[--------------_
.
ANNUAL SALES TREND

CUMULATIVE SALES TREHD

TOT MRKT: 77500

YEAR 1: 950

YEAR 2: 1213
YEAR 3: 1539

YEAR 3: 3703

-,-

son
*onT

T

30%
20% T '

row

jI

ATT MRKT: 41569

-

84

85

86

40%

87

Exhibit 10. Same as Base Case, but there is 50% increase in sales force spending.

MAX SALES: 5928
DATE: 1996
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rough guides and should be used carefully. Second, the TOT MRKT and A l T
MRKT terms are based on the 1984-88 period of analysis, too.
Several sensitivity analyses were run. Exhibit 10 shows the effect of a 50%
increase in sales force pressure. Projected sales during the first 4 years an 5,638
vs. 4,148 units or 36% higher. In addition, the level of peak sales (5,926 vs.
4,705) is 26% higher and fikely to occur 3 years sooner (1996 vs. 1999).
Exhibit 1 I shows an analysis of the product priced equal to competition. As
expected, the projected four-year sales ievd is lowered (2.840 vs. 4,148 for
base) and the time to peak sales is lengthened (2003 vs. 1999 for base). In
addition, the increase in price lowered the level of attainable market (Am
MRKT) to 38750 from 41569.
The system has been used by several European firms. The Ajomari Company,
a leading European paper producer, recently reported that the results are encouraging, with less than a 30% error in cumulative sales over 5 years between actual
and forecast sales on a hold-out product. They report that this system has allowed
them to reduce the risk of market misassessment in new product development by
70% (Virolleaud 1983). .
In an experiment conducted at Vieille Montagne, a world leader in zinc production and associated technologies, the system was used to simulate the time
growth of cumulative sales for a new product introdpced five years ago. Discrep
ancy with the actual sales rate was less than 15 percent over that horizon.
These examples. however, do not provide definitive evidence of the external
validity of the analogue approach to new indushial product sales assessment.
Experience to date does suggest, hawever, a strong need for such a tool and
satisfaction with the approach followed here.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
This research has focused on the development of models of the determinants of
new industrial product success and of their sales growth rate. When comparing
original new products with refomulated new products, we found that these
product types had different objectives, different marketing programs and are
introduced in different environments.
New product sales performance is closely related to competitiveness in
the marketplace, the state in the industry life cycle, the market growth rate, the
number of competitors in the marketplace and the marketing efficiency of the
seller.
An interesting result emerged from our analysis of the appropriate launch time
for the new product. Our analysis suggests that, all things equal, it may be
prudent to launch a reformulated product as soon after development as possible,
while success levels are highest for original new pr4ucts when launch somewhat
delayed. This may reflect the greater care required to launch original new products successfully.
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Our findings suggest that two major sets of variables seem to be at work in
derennining the success of a new industrial product. These are market-situation
variables and R&D/marketing strategy variables. We see varying levels of suca s s for different product types in different market situations. Strategy variables
must be tuned to the specific market situation. determining the best use of
marketing resources and the best time to launch the new product (Wind 1982).
There are several ways a manager can use these results. First, they provide a
quantitative checklist for the manager of a soon-to-be launched product, identifying an appropriate set of objectives and a marketing strategy. Indeed, by providing estimates of the level of key market situations and marketing strategy variables in Exhibit 3 and 6, the manager can receive a first estimate of first-year
market penetration and the lilfelihood that the product will grow into a product
8'"'JP. i
Secondl~,for a manager of a recently introduced product, these results provide diagnostic information, suggesting what product and market variables may
bave caused the level of product performance to be different from what was
expected. The results can even be used retrospectively, analyzing a firm's prior
successes and failures with the models developed here. Such an analysis can be
developed into a new product performance screening procedure, and can lead to
bighcr future levels of new product success.
Third, these results were integrated into a decision support system that is being
uxd to test the economic viability of new industrial product projects. This latter
system should stilt be considered as experimental. Validation studies are underway and more data is being collected in Europe, in the United States and in
Japan. The early results are encouraging and provide new insight in the planning
.od controlling of new industrial product projects.
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